PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK UNDER SRIPUR AREA

PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF SSI VIP COLONY (NHS Qtrs) NINGHA UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF HOSPITAL COLONY (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF INDIRA COLONY (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF VIBEKANANDA COLONY (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF NEW GHUSICK OFFICER COLONY (C-TYPE Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF NEW GHUSICK INDRA COLONY (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF NEW GHUSICK INDRA COLONY (B-Type Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF NEW CENTER (NHS Qtrs) BHANORA UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF NEW GHUSICK INDRA COLONY (B-Type Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF MINING PARA (NHS Qtrs) OF GIRMIT COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF SRIPUR CENTER OF GIRMIT COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK MITHINI CENTER OF BHANORA COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF MITHANI CENTER (NHS Qtrs) GIRIMINT COLLlERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF NICHE CENTER (NHS Qtrs) GIRIMINT COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF NICHE CENTER (NHS Qtrs) GIRIMINT COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF SRIPUR CENTER OF GIRMIT COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF BHANORA COLLIERY (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF BHANORA COLLIERY (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF BHANORA COLLlERY (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF BHANORA COLLIERY (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPHS SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF Bhanora Colliery (NHS Qtrs) UNDER SRIPUR AREA
BLOCK 47/584 (SOMNATH RAI) NEAR TO STAFF CLUB OF NINGHA COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF BLOCK NO - 47/582 NEAR TO STAFF CLUB OF NINGHA COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF BLOCK 47/580 NEAR TO STAFF CLUB OF NINGHA COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA
PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING BLOCK REPAIRING WORK OF BLOCK 47/579 (REKHARANI CHATTERJEE) NEAR TO STAFF CLUB OF NINGHA COLLIERY UNDER SRIPUR AREA